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V Semester B.A. Degree (CBCSS - Suppl./lmp.)
Examination, November 2021

(2015-'i8 Admns)
CORE COURSE IN ECONOMICS/DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS

5BO8ECO : Alternative Economics

Time . 3 Hours Max. Marks :40

PART - A

Very short answer type questions. Answer all questions (1 mark each).

1. Define Neuro Economics.

2. Define Organic Composition of capital.

3. What is the concept of spaceship earth ?

4. What is ecological economics ? (4x1=4)

PART - B

Short answer type questions. Answer any seven questions (2 marks each).

5. Describe the idea of surplus value.

6. Write a note on behavioural Economics.

7. What is the concept of steady state economy ?

8. What is Gender Budgeting ?

- L What are the problems of neoclassical economics ?

10. "Ecology and Economics are mutually interdependent". Do you agree ?

11. Evaluate the concept of "limits to growth".

12. Hour can you differentiate Smith and Marx in their approaches ?

13. Assess the importance of econometrics in recent economic analysis.

14. What is Green GDP ? (7x2=141 t
P.T.O.
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PART - C

shorl Essay type questions. Answer any tour questions (3 marks each)'

15'Exp|ainMarxianTheoryofFa||ingRateofProfit.

16. Bring out the analytical difference between women in development and

women and develoPment'

17. How concentration of capital is different from centralization of capital ?

18. What is imperia|ism ? What are the features of it ?

19' What are the contributions made by Nancy Folbre ?

20. What are the important aspects of behavioural economics ? (4x3=12)

PART _ D

Essay type questions. Answer any two questions (5 marks each).

21. Assess the role and importance of Marxian concepts in contemporary

world.

22. Explain sustainable Development. List out major threats to sustainability in

the recent tirnes.

23. "lnternationalisation of monopoly capital is the key to the theoretical

and historical explanation to the financial crisis of 2007-09"' Evaluate

statement.

24. What is Gender Sensitization ? Assess the role of Gender Budgeting in

Gender Sensitization. (2x5=10)


